If you attended the 2009 4Cs in San Francisco and you took advantage of the Local Arrangements Committee’s food guide to direct you to some great eats, you’ve got our very own Dr. Jennifer Wells to thank for that. “I wrote that—I took that job very seriously,” she says, half-seriously. A foodie and local explorer, Dr. Wells, now located in Tallahassee, is the latest addition to FSU’s Rhetoric and Composition program.

And one thing is obvious about Dr. Wells: the new head of FSU’s Reading-Writing Centers (RWC) and Digital Studios (DS) works tirelessly and passionately at her job; her enthusiasm is infectious. Case in point: during our meeting, she received a call from an undergraduate tutor setting up a RWC/DS traveling booth at FSU’s Market Wednesdays. “I’ve got an undergraduate student doing an independent study who’s been doing tables at Market Wednesday, and she’s also doing a great job at promoting” Dr. Wells confides, with a note of pride for her student in her voice.

Certainly, promotion is crucial for the success of the RWC/DS. Community outreach and student partnerships serve as Dr. Wells’ main focus. “You have to identify who these people are that you want to build partnerships with.” As a result of her successful networking efforts, Dr. Wells has been able to secure additional funds for the RWC/DS to pay undergraduate tutors and to promote the centers to the community. All told, in her very first semester here, student attendance at the centers has skyrocketed.

On top of all that, she recently published The Successful High School Writing Center, co-written with Dawn Fels, that draws on her experiences as a coordinator for Mercy High School’s writing center. By focusing on the tremendous efforts of high school writing centers across the country, this book aims to demonstrate that there are great things occurring in these often marginalized spaces: “We were definitely aware that there was so much more going on in high school writing centers than anyone really knows about.” Again demonstrating her close working relationship with her tutors, a chapter was also co-written with students from her center.

So all this leads to the inevitable question: “So when do you sleep?” “Well,” she laughs, “very late.”

Dr. Linda Flower is a professor of rhetoric at Carnegie Mellon University. Motivated by the need for a more integrated social-cognitive approach to writing, Flower’s recent research has focused on how writers construct negotiated meaning in the midst of conflicting internal and social voices. Concerned with the logic of the learner, Flower studied negotiated meaning making in school settings in which students learned new literate practices, and in inner city community settings in which teenagers and adults worked across cultural differences.

In her presentation, “Creating Controversy: A Working Theory of Community Engagement through Local Public Deliberation”, Dr. Flower argues that if academics wish to exchange the mantel of “public intellectual” for the role of “community partner,” we will need to develop more grounded, working theories of deliberation in local publics and methods to support it. She will argue that community think tanks, organized by students and teachers, might offer a place to test working theories of engagement in the local publics of a community or university.
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Student Spotlight: Natalie Szymanski

Natalie Szymanski is a third-year PhD student and a WPA Assistant, and she couldn’t be happier. “I love it! I like it because it’s really connected to what I want to do. I want to work as a WPA, and so it’s nice getting to see the larger structures that go on behind the scenes.” Natalie also enjoys another bonus of her job: having conversations with and helping out other TAs. “Part of this assistantship is learning that there are a ton of different ways to teach composition effectively and being able to validate that in all the conversations I have.” But dialoging with others in constructive ways has always been her strong suit. With years of experience working in the Digital Studio, Natalie is very comfortable helping others develop projects; this translates well as she helps other TAs develop lesson plans and incorporate digital technology into their pedagogy.

In her free time, she cuddles her kittens, reads teen novels, enjoys flea-marketing, and dances around her apartment between prelim readings.